
ELITIST APPROACH

Elitism is the belief or attitude that individuals who form an eliteâ€”a select group of people with a certain ancestry,
intrinsic quality, high intellect, wealth, special.

The opposite can occur as well, especially in the case of a legislator soon facing re-election. Similarly, the
allocation of revenue affects the rich and the poor differently. The elite variable in democratic transitions and
breakdowns. This picture depicts the fairly uniform nature of Congress. He posited a structural-functional
approach that mapped hierarchies and webs of interconnection within the cityâ€”mapping relationships of
power between businessmen, politicians, clergy etc. The standard of living is quite below poverty datum line
to the majority Zambians. The elitist approach therefore argues that the people in governance are marginalised
by a self- preservative elite in both the administrative and political processes of governance. Interest Group
Politics in America, 3rd ed. This resulted into class consciousness which led to the people retaliating with their
masters R. Hunter, F. There is therefore tolerate differences of opinion mitigated by governance process in the
creation of a win-win situation failure to which greater pressure is exerted by the threated interest groups to
bring about a balance. These two tenets are ideologically allied but logically separable. During the electoral
campaign, each party tries to convince voters it is the most suitable for managing the state business. Baiting
mentally ill American teens into lives of petty crime. Overlapping memberships reduce the intensity of
conflicts because loyalties are often spread among many interest groups. It is easy to distinguish the life style
due to its commonality in their living standard. The ruling class is composed of the ruling elite and the
sub-elites. Hunter examined in detail the power of relationships evident in his "Regional City" looking for the
"real" holders of power rather than those in obvious official positions. Groups opposed to abortion argued that
the buffer zone prevented them from speaking to women to try to persuade them not to have the procedure
done. His most recent work, Energy and Empire: The Politics of Nuclear and Solar Power in the United States
demonstrates that economic elites tied their advocacy of the nuclear energy option to post American foreign
policy goals, while at the same time these elites opposed government support for other forms of energy, such
as solar, that cannot be dominated by one nation. Related Papers. They cannot know more than what their life
presents them with nor differently from what their life permits. That is, the U. They mainly own their own
capacity to work. American Sociological Review, 54, 


